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planned outings and ongoing photo- look forward to sharing your thoughtful,
projects are often met by challenging intention-filled images as well as those
weather conditions.

We may find ex- opportunistic grab-shots.

treme lighting - from mid-day harsh sun,
to featureless grey, flat nothingness with Please let Clive know if you have PDIs or
belting rain in-between. However, each prints to show.

This helps enormously

extreme can contribute to our photogra- with planning our evening. We look forphy in equal measure.

Working to a ward to your company on Thursday.

pre-conceived idea may not be easy - but
Tessa and Clive

often, by chance, we can be presented
with circumstances and compositions

which take us along unexpected direc- Tessa says:tions where something new and compel- The farm shop is still plying its trade while the fields are sprouting a strange crop.
ling frequently emerges.
Tessa's trip to the local Farm Shop highlighted the consequences of Worcester's
rapid filling of green-field sites. Now, last
year's 'pick-your-own' strawberry fields
have become this year's hard-hat zone.
At the Contemporary Group we explore
on-going interests alongside those spontaneous inspirational moments and the
delights of 'seeing' with fresh eyes.

Contemporary Group
CP Group meets next on Thursday,3rd
August at 7.30 pm at the Claines Royal
British Legion,

Cornmeadow

Lane,

WR3 7RL. All members welcome. £2

Tessa Mills FRPS

including refreshments. Bar available.

Planting polystyrene in the strawberry patch
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Broad bean field
New neighbours

Set-aside area
Freedom to wander over the fields

Raspberry canes

Tessa Mills FRPS
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Eric Williams LRPS is the second of three
members recently awarded the Licentiate
distinction of the Royal Photographic
Society at the same assessment session!

Eric Williams
LRPS Hanging Plan
12 July 2017

Les Bailey’s images featured last week
and look out for Duncan Locke’s panel
next week, too!
Additional congratulations are due as
Eric’s lovely panel has also been retained
by the RPS for use in promoting the
Society and its distinctions.

Eric Williams LRPS
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Eric Williams LRPS
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The Big Pit+ Photo-trip - members’ images
On 26th July some 17 WCC members enjoyed the outing to The Big Pit
(Pwll Mawr) Mining Museum. Initially, as rain restricted photos around the
outside of the mining complex, some of us decided to take the tour of the
mine. Electrical and electronic equipment is regarded as a potential fire
hazard below ground in case of pockets of methane gas and we were
required to leave our camera equipment in lockers. We were all given
hard hats, miners' lamps and as a further safety precaution, a compact gasmask held in a metal cylinder attached to a belt around one's waist. The
cage smoothly descended the 300 feet to the mine workings. Our guide,
an
R Bourne

ex

miner,

explained how coal
was excavated, at first

using crude tools and candlelight then with improving mechanical technology.
Never the less, it remained a brutal and harsh regime. We learned about child
labour, long hours and pit ponies. Poor health was commonplace. However,
thankfully, conditions gradually improved. The mine closed in 1980 to become a
museum (1983) about the coal mining industry. In the deep velvet blackness
Illuminated solely by our lamps, our way was sometimes low, full of hard edges,
frequently with 'dram' (wagon) tracks glistening beneath our feet. There were
wooden pit-props in some places and hooped metal ones in others. At around 52ºF
or so it felt slightly moist with dripping water ever present. Frequently ducking low
we made our way through
a labyrinth of tunnels to the coal seam. Eventually we returned to the cage and
ascended to the surface.

The tour

provided a most fascinating insight into a
way of life experienced by thousands of
workers. During our time in the dark the
skies had brightened but upon our return
to the surface it was raining again.
Undaunted we found photos around the
buildings, including the one-time forge
C Haynes

and the pit-head showers. After lunch
the rain abated. We strolled to the

adjacent Pontypool and Blaenafon Railway where access to the engine shed and old rolling stock
had been arranged. As we arrived, with whistle blowing, a steam train chuffed and puffed into the
station. Our knowledgeable guide took us to the sheds where carriages are being restored.
Outside in occasional sunshine we picked our way amongst carriages and steam engines in various
states of decay. We found a number of subjects as the light improved. Some members of our party
wished to explore Blaenafon whilst a few of us opted to drive west to the overgrown graveyard at
St. Gwynno's Church at Vaynor (Faenor) where the churchyard was even more jungle-like than I
recalled.

We

found

pictures

where

ancient

headstones
emerged

as

occasional reefs
amongst the sea
of undergrowth.
All in all a most
enjoyable
C Haynes

out.
Clive Haynes.
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day
C Haynes

The Big Pit
As well as his pictures of the trainee miners (see
previous page!) We have some impressions of the day
from Paul Mann ARPS CPAGB

The Big Pit+
Two from Stewart Bourne ARPS
Portals
and
Days of Future Passed
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Heritage Links
Forge tools

Clive Haynes FRPS

Industrial Pattern 1
Exhaustion

Industrial Study
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Faenor, Clive Haynes FRPS

My farming days are over, Tony Gervis FRPS
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Dates for the Diary
Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery. Do go and see Mat Collishaw’s Thresholds if you
can. Virtual Reality exhibition ends 6th August
5th August Free tour of the old Worcester Infirmary building. Several time slots, booking
essential. Learn about the formation of the British Medical Association and more…
5th August Gloriana Living History dance group at the Almonry, Evesham.
5th August Spetchley Flower & Produce Show (includes a photography competition - go
along on the morning with your print entries, latest 11am!) Viewing 2-5pm. Watch out for
the winner of the most amusing mis-shapen veg!
10-13th August Bristol Balloon Fiesta
12-13th August Spetchley M5 History comes alive. Re-enactors galore! “The periods
represented stretch from Ancient Greeks through to Vikings, Medieval, English Civil War,
Napoleonic Wars, American Civil War and the two World
Wars, with many other more obscure periods as well. We
never get the same combination twice, but you can be sure
of approximately 1,000 re-enactors across these time
periods, meaning there is never a dull moment. Stay until
the end for our famous “Time Tunnel” when all the reenactors march through the site and take the salute from
their fellow time travellers.”
Martin Parr exhibition and September talk, Ludlow..

Competitions & exhibitions
Worcester Show is on Sunday 13th August - photo entries (free) must be in by 5pm Wed
2nd August (and please remember volunteers are needed for the WCC stand - contact
Paul Mann.)
Thanks to Maddy for the heads-up on this…
Friday 4th - Sunday 6th August Worcester Foodie Festival 2017, Worcester City Centre.
Gareth from London Camera Exchange will be hosting a Food Festival Photo Competition.
Photos must be of the 2017 Food Festival, including street scenes and including people
enjoying the festival.
3 PRIZES OF LONDON CAMERA EXCHANGE GIFT VOUCHERS

PAGB news
188 e-news

Entry via email or inshore (Max 8 x 6’)
Closing date 13th August 2017.

with news of the new
PAGB have announced their new Masters of Print competition.

competition.

188 Extra - a CPAGB successful images One for the professionals. AOP 2017.
special edition.

Worth a look through,

check the images out on the website if you TPA Expression closes 31st August.
are thinking of going for an award or just to
see what’s around…
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And finally - what could be more cheering than a collection of clownfaced puffins peeking, peering and popping sand-eels? This fine
collection from Les Bailey LRPS.
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